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Directions to the Berlin office
By public transport
From Berlin Central Station (Hauptbahnhof), take any suburban railway line
(S-Bahn) and alight at the first stop (“Friedrichstrasse” station). From there, head
south and it is a 5-minute walk to the office.
By taxi: A taxi ride from Berlin Central Station takes about 10 minutes.

From the airport
A taxi ride from Berlin Tegel airport takes about 20 to 30 minutes.
A taxi ride from Berlin Schönefeld airport takes about 30 to 45 minutes.
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By car
From the west and south: Exit the A115 motorway at the “Funkturm”
motorway junction in the direction of the city centre (“Zentrum”). Continue on
the A100 motorway for about 2.5 km and exit the motorway at the “Kaiserdamm”
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exit (B2/5 federal road). Continue on the B2 federal road for about 4 km and
you will see the Brandenburg Gate in front of you. At the Brandenburg Gate,
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turn right onto Ebertstrasse and then turn left into Behrenstrasse. Continue on
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Behrenstrasse for about 900 m and you will see our office on the left-hand side.
From the north: Exit the A111 motorway at the “Heckerdamm” junction and
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continue onto KurtSchumacherDamm. Continue straight across Jakob-Kaiser-
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Berlin

Platz onto Tegeler Weg and after about 2 km turn left onto Otto-Suhr-Allee. After
2 km, turn left at Ernst-Reuter-Platz onto Strasse des 17. Juni (B2/5 federal road)
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and continue onwards until you reach the Brandenburg Gate. At the Brandenburg
Gate, turn right onto Ebertstrasse and then turn left onto Behrenstrasse.
From the east: Follow the B1 federal road (Frankfurter Allee) until you reach
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Alexanderplatz. At Alexanderplatz, turn left onto Karl-Liebknecht-Strasse (B2
federal road). Drive past Berlin Cathedral and continue onto “Unter den Linden”
boulevard. After 400 m, turn left onto Charlottenstrasse and then immediately
turn left again onto Behrenstrasse.
Bad Homburger Kreuz

